ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES (EAP)

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSE (INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED)
(4-52 WEEKS)

DURATION (HOURS)  25 hours per week classroom study
DURATION (WEEKS)  4-52 weeks
CAMPUS LOCATION  North Sydney
COURSE CRICOS  070567C

COURSE DESCRIPTION
If you are planning to go on to further study at Think: Education for higher education or vocational studies you can also choose EAP. This course is designed to help develop your language and study skills necessary for success in the vocational and higher education program of your choice. You can be accepted onto the program once you have reached an Intermediate level of General English. The course allows you to progress into one of our colleges without completing an IELTS/TOEFL test.

This program allows you the opportunity to study for short or extended periods, thereby acting as
• an Australian academic skills refresher course
• a bridging course prior to your Direct Entry Program or primary course
• an extension to your previous studies, as required

The course covers:
• Academic reading & writing
• Vocabulary extension
• Text analysis
• Report & essay writing
• Study skills and strategies
• Listening & note-taking skills
• Grammar for study of academic materials
• Research project work
• Seminar / presentation delivery

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS
Minimum entry with equivalent IELTS academic 4.5 and above.

CAREER PROSPECTS
This program will help build your academic and English skills to succeed in the vocational or higher education course of your choice at Think: Education